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The aircraft, a P-51A Mustang was built by Gerry
Beck in North Dakota. All military equipment was
removed and a second seat was fitted. The aircraft
was painted in the colours of Precious Metal and
was used in the film “Thunder over Reno”.

EDITORIAL
Thank you for all the favourable comments and
contributions. I will be working to a schedule as my
aim is to produce four issues a year as material
allows so please keep sending your contributions.
This issue should reach you in mid July. The next
issue will be due in late September and the
following one in late December. They will not be
governed by a fixed number of pages but by the
amount of material available. It is therefore up to
you, the membership to help by sending me your
contributions as I am not going to end up writing
the whole Journal myself.

Subsequently it participated in a demonstration race
at Oshkosh and crashed on landing when it ran into
the rear of a P-51D “Dazzling Donna”. Precious
Metal flipped and was pretty much destroyed
killing the pilot Gerry Beck. What happened to the
wreckage I have not discovered.
There is a video clip of the crash on UTube. What
history I have found comes from Mustang
Survivors which lists as below:
2001 new airframe awaiting buyer/restoration
2004 restoration work progressing very well,
hoping for Oshkosh 2005
2005 not at Oshkosh Airventure, still in
restoration
2006 finished in May, flown to Reno in June for
work in movie "Thunder Over Reno"
2007 attended Oshkosh Airventure

Whilst searching for information on the King’s Cup
Air Races in order to find schemes for the new
Airfix Tiger Moth I was struck by a thought. We
seem to have a bias towards golden age racers and
unlimiteds. Where are the kits and decals for the
AT-6, sport biplane, Formula one, and Red Bull
racers? Whilst one does not expect Tamigawa to
produce a kit of Rivets or a Cassutt I have to
wonder why none of the limited run kit and decal
manufacturers have not produced anything. [Axel:
Yes please, something to make a colourful racer (or
two) from the 1:32 USAF T-6G "Texan" KittyHawk
kit]. I can only recollect a rather inaccurate kit of a
Long Midget and an even worse Cosmic Wind. We
do not even have racer decals for available kits such
as Pitts, AT-6 or any of the jet racers..
Food for thought..
My thanks to Dave Allison, Jim Schubert, Western
Reserve Chapter IPMS USA and Greg Drawbaugh
for their contributions to this issue.
CONTACT ME
Please send your comments, contributions or
anything else to jellis@trent83.freesereve.co.uk

NEW KITS AND DECALS

PRECIOUS METAL 2

Rocketeer Decals have released a sheet of decals
for the two SR-71 Blackbirds which were used by
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) for high-speed and high-altitude testing.
One was an SR-71A the other a SR-71B. This
release from Rocketeer Decals covers just the SR71A.

In the last issue I mentioned a new kit from HPM,
Precious Metal 2. Having no information on this
aircraft I have done some research and submit the
following.
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the odd sheet over the last couple of years. Many of
the ex Thrust decals have been updated and in most
cases corrected. The sheets are produced by their
proprietary process Digital Silk, they are not laser
or ALPS printed. I can confirm that they are of
superb quality. I have used several of the airliner
sheets and some of the ex Thrust sheets and can
highly recommend them from both application and
finish. An idea of what they produce follows but
their website Drawdecal.com is well worth a visit.

BOOKS & MAGS
The July 2014 issue of Scale Aviation Modeller
International features a build article on the Williams
Bros Caudron C450. This particular model recently
won best of show at the Huddersfield model show.

The decals are available in both 72nd and quarter
scale with some in 32nd and 144th scales.
Just a few available:
F4U-4 “Lancer Two”
P-51D Hoover”Rockwell”
P-39Q “Cobra 11”
P-51
“Strega”
P-51
“Maytag”
P-51
“Mr Choppers”
P-51
“Red Baron”
P-51
“Bardahl Special” 1964 markings
P-40Q “Ziegler”

History’s Most Important Racing Aircraft
ISBN 978 1 78159 075 0
£19.99 UK $39.95 USA
I recently acquired this book from Amazon at a
bargain price. Published in 2013 and written by
SARH member Don Berliner it covers air racing
from the early days to current action. This is not a
picture book and the chapters include, the Gordon
Bennett Trophy, long distance races, European
races, The Pulitzer Trophy, Coupe Deutsch de la
Muerthe, Pre WW2 National Air Races, and Reno
Air Races. In each chapter a number of significant
aircraft are featured with text and a small
photograph. The quality of printing is fairly good
and some of the photographs are in colour. I have
not had time since acquiring the book to check on
accuracy of the text but suspect that with Don
Berliner as author it will be pretty accurate. I am
pleased to add this book to my library.

The next sheet due, which may be out by the time
you read this is for P-51B “Thunderbird” Race 90.
Delivery and price are good and the sheets are well
packed, I certainly have never had a problem.

DRAW Decal
Some of you may not be aware of this decal
manufacturer as their main output is for Civil
airliners. However they acquired the rights and
artwork of Thrust Decals and have been releasing

Go visit and buy.
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museum in 1953, they were natural metal, not as
shiny as today but definitely not white. I'm sure that
in one photo of N1202 at Bardufoss, they show up
as natural metal. Also, I think the back two thirds
was painted red, not black as suggested. Several
colour photos appear to show this and it's how the
museum restored it. Prop tips are red.

Postscript to Brandt C. Pearce's Article
on Excalibur III
Information on this famous aircraft is surprisingly
hard to come by. The best source I've found is
"Excalibur III, the Story of a P-51 Mustang" by
Robert C. Mikesh. Using that as a guide, I'd like to
add the following comments to the original article.
The overall colour of N1202 is stated as Randolph
Wine Red B-9164, also known as Stinson Red Q1913. This was arrived at by rubbing down the
original finish and using a colour spectrometer to
obtain a match. Only Munsell values are quoted so
these are reproduced from here. The paint on
Excalibur was found to be Munsell 7.5R 3/9. The
original paint was thought to be 7.5R 2/6 but a
linseed oil based enamel had been used which
darkened with age. The Smithsonian used acrylic
paint in its restoration and aimed to recreate
Excalibur's finish when new.

The red band at the rear of the spinner should
extend to the prop cut-outs, right up to the joint
between front and back sections of the spinner.

Values for the other colours it raced in may be
useful.
1946 - Red 7.5R 4/10
1947 - Red 7.5R 4/10
1948 - Light Gray N6.5 with Kelly Green
Shamrock 5G 4/6
1949 - Red 7.5R 4/10
1950 - Red 7.5R 3/9 (Blair)

There were fuel filler caps near the wingtips, one in
the right centre section and one in the fuselage top
behind the canopy.

No mention is made of a different colour for the red
on the tail stripes. This is a highly unlikely premise
for two reasons. Firstly when Charles Blair bought
the aircraft from Paul Mantz, one of the items
included in the sale was a brand new paint job in
Wine Red. The tail stripes were added by Blair
afterwards, almost certainly over the new red paint.
Additionally, the area that the Smithsonian chose to
take its sample from was the rudder mass balance
weight and that had the same paint as the rest of the
airframe.

Just in front of the rudder joint under the fuselage is
a little cone shaped object. This is the drogue for
the trailing aerial.

I think this is a classic case of the white stripes
affecting the perceived colour of the background
and making our eyes play tricks. As Brandt says,
Blair's name did not appear on the aircraft during its
polar flight.

One further point to remember is that the inner
wheel doors were invariably closed when at rest,
unlike the later "D" variants. The elevators are
almost always drooped.

Also of note to modellers is that the wing seams
were taped over. The aircraft was wet-winged and it
was noticed that fuel escaped from the joints in the
low pressure area on top of the wing. Tape was
applied to counteract the siphoning. It's not possible
to tell the colour of the tape - it may have been
clear, but it shows up as darker stripes on the wing
surface.

I'm pretty sure that both aerial wires were fitted, the
two insulators on the fin are visible in one of the
Bardufoss photos. The wire was very fine and
almost invisible.

The cockpit was painted pretty much in its original
military colours being mostly black although all of
the non essential military items had been removed.
Two Lear radios were mounted just in front of the
seat and a Lear autopilot was fitted to the lower
right of the instrument panel. A compass was
mounted on the upper windscreen frame.

Thanks to Brandt for reminding me that I'd gathered
a lot of info a while back. I started a build of this
aircraft a long time ago using the Monogram 1/48th

I can find no evidence that the propeller blades
were white. When the aircraft was presented to the
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kit as a base. Unfortunately it suffered a cruel fate
after I messed up the painting. We moved house
and things had to go!

Airlines and Benny stayed with them through it all
until his retirement.
In 1929, seeking relief from the monotony of line
flying, Benny decided to build himself a small,
inexpensive racer. Aware that he lacked expertise
in the theory and application of the sciences of
aerodynamics and structures he teamed with
Gordon Israel, a student at Parks Air College to
help him out. They became lifelong friends and
aviation associates. The product of their
collaboration was the Howard DGA-3 “Pete”; a
very pretty little racer. Benny’s sense of humor and
irreverence led him to pick DGA as the model
prefix for his airplanes after one of bootlegger
employers had referred to the “15 Case Special” as
a “Damned Good Airplane”.

I hope this will assist anyone else attempting to
model this lovely aircraft or maybe prompt
someone with better information to share it with us.
Dave Allison
Summer 2014
Hawk/Testors 1/48 Howard DGA-5 “Ike”
by Jim Schubert
Brief History
Benjamin Odell Howard – Benny Howard – was
born February 9, 1904 in Palestine, Texas a small
farming town 100 miles southwest of Fort Worth.
He dropped out of high school in his second year to
help support the family by working as a roustabout
in the oil fields. The work was hard and dull but
paid well. A barnstorming group of flyers passing
through the area aroused the 17 year old Benny’s
interest in aviation. He left the oil fields to work in
Houston as a mechanic and soon saved enough
money to buy a used Standard biplane, in which he
set about teaching himself to fly. He crashed the
Standard, writing it off, killing his paying passenger
and messing up a leg so that he limped for the rest
of his life. After recuperating he designed and built
his first airplane, a two-place side-by-side, Curtiss
OX-5 powered biplane, retrospectively, the DGA-1.
To make enough money to support his flying habit,
Benny went to work for some Texas bootleggers
flying spirits, wine and beer from New Orleans to
various Texas destinations in their Hisso powered
Lincoln Standard LS-5 biplane. Benny modified
the plane beyond recognition by enlarging the
wings and deepening the fuselage to increase
carrying capacity. This was, retrospectively, the
DGA-2. Whilst flying and maintaining this “15
Case Special” for a living, Benny sold the DGA-1.

Pete was an incredible success and led, in 1932, to
DGA-4 “Mike” an airplane very similar to Pete but
with a 200 hp Menasco Buccaneer, inverted, aircooled, six-cylinder in-line engine instead of Pete’s
upright, four-cylinder, air-cooled Wright-Gypsy,
which was licensed to Wright by DeHavilland.
Mike was quickly followed by the, essentially
identical DGA-5 “Ike”. In August 1932 Benny
took his three little, white racers to Cleveland for
the National Air Races. With Bill Ong and Gladys
O’Donnell helping with the flying the Howards
scored three 1sts, three 2nds, a 4th, two 5ths, a 7th
and an 8th cleaning up on prize money. After the
1932 racing season United Air Lines prohibited
their pilots from participating in closed-course
racing so Benny recruited others to fly the pylon
races for him.
Ike originally had an awkward pair of tandem wheel
undercarriage bogies in long skinny wheel pants to
reduce drag. This proved to be more trouble than it
was worth and when one of the panted bogies stuck
after take-off in a severe nose-down attitude it
caused a spectacular flip upon landing, with the
pilot uninjured and the plane repairable. After this
accident Ike was fitted with a conventional, for the
time, unsprung, two-wheel undercarriage identical
with Mike’s. All three racers were continuously
modified and their markings changed almost from
race-to-race so be careful in your research to give
your model matching configuration and markings.

In 1928, seeking job stability and security he joined
Robertson Airlines of St Louis as an airline pilot.
Through a series of mergers and acquisitions
Robertson disappeared into what became United
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The original was destroyed in the 1936 Bendix with
Benny and his wife, Maxine, flying when the Smith
controllable-pitch propeller threw a blade causing a
forced landing that turned into a crash. Benny and
Maxine were trapped in the wreckage for many
hours before being rescued. Benny lost a foot,
exacerbating his limp, and one of Maxines legs was
injured giving her a permanent limp to match
Benny’s.
The Model
One fine day in early September 1948 when I went
into my flight instructor’s office at the long gone
Jasper, Indiana airport, I was stunned to see a
beautiful little model of Ike on his desk. Bob
Ashley had simply glued it together out-of-theHawk box; no filler, no paint, no decals – just glued
it together. Compared with my hand-carved wood
solid models it was amazingly beautiful.

In 1934 Benny, again with Gordon Israel’s help,
designed his best known racer, the DGA-6 “Mr.
Mulligan”. Mr. Mulligan missed the 1934 race
season as it was heavily damaged in a forced
landing whilst being ferried to California for the
Start of the Bendix transcontinental race. The next
year, 1935, Benny and Gordon won the Bendix by
less then a minute over Roscoe Turner’s P & W
Hornet powered Wedell-Williams “MacMillan
Ring-Free Special”.

“Where did you get it?” I asked.
“At ABC Hobbies in Evansville yesterday; they had
some others too.”
“What did it cost?”
“Two bits.” (25 cents) he said. “Would you like to
get a couple for yourself?”
“Sure. When? How?”
He thought for a moment, “How about a practice
cross-country sometime this week?”
“Sure.”

Benny then entered Mr. Mulligan in the Thompson
Trophy closed-course race around the pylons, the
premier event of the National Air Races, with
Harold Neuman flying. A delayed start caused
most entrants’ engines to overheat, leading to an
early engine failure of Roscoe Turner’s Hornet,
putting him out of the race. Although restricted to
only about 80% of full power, due to overheating of
his own engine, Neuman managed to stay ahead of
Steve Wittman’s liquid-cooled Curtiss D-12
powered “Bonzo”.
Mr. Mulligan is the only airplane to win both the
Bendix and Thompson races. One of these years
I‘ve got to build a decent model of Mr. Mulligan.

We made the 60-mile flight and I built my Ike as
Bob had built his; I just glued it together. It was to
be over 20 years before I finally built the fairly
decent model of Ike shown here. I suppose I should
now build a fairly decent Mike as a companion for
my Ike.
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The Build
The model in the photos was intended to be a
“throw-away, quickie” sort of like a comedian’s
“throw-away” line.

The overall white is Testor’s gloss white enamel.
The kits nose contours are off a bit and the wheel
pants are too large, otherwise the kit is accurate
enough. I did not correct either of these errors.
I wanted a simple model finished quickly just to get
it built without spending ages of time on it. This
approach NEVER works! The “simple” model
always turns out to not be “simple”; it never fails.
First off, this wee slinket beastie has inscribed lines
representing the fuselage stringers and the wing and
tail ribs and tapes. Damn! I cut a lot of Scotch
brand tape into .020” (.5 mm) strips to be burnished
over/into all those inscribed lines to simulate the
stringers and ribs after heavy painting. The intakes
in the cowl bowl were opened up and a length of
machine screw serve as the number one cylinder
with a pushrod tube cut from a chromed sewing pin.
A close–to-scale thickness windscreen was vacced
over the kit piece.

Building Mike from this kit would, mostly, be a
case of changing the markings.
Pete could be built by kit-bashing this kit’s wings
and tail with the Lindberg Pete’s fuselage and
undercarriage. An AMSer would want to do more
but that’s another story.

A Monogram 1/48th scale Mustang pilot was
painted to represent Benny to fill the tiny cockpit
opening to hide the fact there was no detail at all in
the cockpit. Hirsch (!) drawings were used as a
guide to colors and markings. The Chevrolet logo
on the wing is a composite decal made with black
Pres-Type letters and plain black, white and blue
decal stock. The other decals are from the Testors
kit. I mistakenly hand-pained Hamilton-Standard
logos on the Smith ground adjustable propeller!
Research pays off but I didn’t do enough of it
before hand!

Conclusion
The Hawk racers were among the first plastic kits
offered in the US* over 65 years ago and they are
still being reissued by Testors with very good
decals now included but they no longer cost two
bits; the current price is somewhere north of $10.00.
If I recall correctly, the original series included the
Gee Bee R-2 (marked as the R-1), Howard DGA-5
Ike, Curtiss R3C-1, Supermarine S.6B, Laird
Solution, Travel Air Mystery Ship. Later the molds
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were changed to convert the Curtiss to an R3C-2 on
floats for which a couple of after-marketeers now
offer landing gear struts and wheels to convert it
back to an R3C-1.
References
When I built this model, for the second time, back
in the 1960s I had access to only the IPMS/USA
Quarterlies, 2Q7& 2Q8, with the Hirsch drawings.
Now, in 2014, there are many more references
available; the best of which is Paul R. Matt’s
Historical Aviation Album Vols. XII, XIII & XIV,
which provide in depth coverage and drawings of
Pete, Mike, Ike and Mr. Mulligan.
My recollection is that the first injectionmolded, plastic model airplane kit issued in the
USA was the 1/48th scale Boeing Stearman PT17/N2S-3 “Kaydet. It was first offered for sale
in spring 1946 by Gordon Varney, a producer
of 1/87th (HO) scale model railroad equipment.
It sold then for the enormous sum of $3.75.
Internet Modeler This article first appeared in the
June 2001 issue of Internet Modeler. My thanks to
Publisher Chris Banyai Riepl for permission to
reuse it.
Here’s the IM link: http://internetmodeler.com/

NEXT ISSUE
due end September
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countdown for the September event. To have such
an overwhelming turnout of pilots and planes is a
pretty good indication that this year’s National
Championship Air Races will be one of the biggest,
yet.

ROUND THE PYLONS
Red Bull Air Race Schedule 2014

All new pilots must attend PRS and complete and
pass all classroom-based course work before flying
in supervised test runs of the course. After
successfully passing both segments, rookies will be
given approval by flight instructors to race in the
September event. Though mandatory for rookies,
RARA, in conjunction with the individual racing
class organizations, opens PRS to all pilots offering
them practice time, education, training and
certification. PRS helps ensure that racers compete
with maximum competitiveness and safety at the
National Championship Air Races.

Here is the schedule for the remainder of the 2014
Red Bull Air Race season. With races at Ascot, Fort
Worth and Las Vegas there is a chance for you to
have a look at this latest form of air racing. I am
sure they will all appear on the TV as well.
26 - 27 July
6 - 17 August
06 - 07 September
11 – 13 October
01 - 02 November

Gdynia, Poland
Ascot, England
Fort Worth, Texas, USA
Las Vegas, Nevada, USA
China

RENO 2014

Picture courtesy of RARA

N13Y RESTORATION UPDATE
Work on Anson Johnson’s Mustang N13Y has
continued apace over the winter. Work has continued
on the fuel tank in the left wing and identifying the
piping to and from the radiators. Work on the right
wing was started with cleaning and corrosion
removal. In addition the vertical and horizontal
stabilizers were fitted so work could begin fitting the
various fillet panels. The team crew chief, Peter
McConnell has added a page on NEAM website with
monthly updates on the work. That page can be found
at www.neam.org.

The Reno Air Racing Association have announced
that a record number of pilots and planes will take
to the famed Reno Air Race course for the first time
in 2014 during the 17th annual National
Championship Air Races.
Pylon Racing Seminar (PRS), June 11-14. PRS, or
Rookie School, is the only chance for rookie pilots
to qualify for the September race and offers an
opportunity for all race pilots to test their aircraft
and practice their racing skills. This years PRS
features more than 70 airplanes and 90 participants,
eclipsing the previous record of 63 planes in 2007.
PRS formally kicks off the anticipation and
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FIRST EVER INTERNATIONAL
F1 EVENT

Gold Class Final Results:
1. Race #6 Christian Guilie – France
2. Race #45 Jay Jones – USA
3. Race #99 Thom Richard – Sweden
4. Race #46 Vincent Martinez – France
5. Race #11 Des Hart – United Kingdom
6. Race #19 Stansilas Damiron – France
7. Race #25 Bernard Marichy – France
8. Race #87 Steve Temple – USA – DNF

Eleven internationally renowned pilots battled it out
last weekend at the first international Formula One
class air racing series in Lleida, near Barcelona,
Spain. Pilots from the USA, UK, France and
Sweden were revved up to showcase some of the
world’s best air racing in which French pilot
Christian Guilie won the overall title on Sunday 1
June.

Silver Class Final results:
1. Race #11 Des Hart – United Kingdom
2. Race #31 Guy Chereau – France
3. Race #19 Stansilas Damiron – France
4. Race #25 Bernard Marichy – France
5. Race #22 Trevor Jarvis – United Kingdom
6. Race #55 Patrick Gajan – France

Guilie was crowned the winner in the Gold Class
Final when he crossed the line with an average
speed of 383kph (238mph). It was a truly global
podium with three different nationalities comprising
first, second and third spots. Guilie was seen as the
dark horse from day one of race week when the
sleek plane that he designed and built himself was
unveiled at the Lleida-Alguaire Airport; the
expectation that the European planes may be slower
than their trans-Atlantic cousins’ was quickly
dismissed.

All results were fully ratified by the three
recognised Formula One air racing associations of
the United States, France and UK.

NIRA SLOVAK

The race itself was close with Guilie taking the win
ahead of USA’s veteran race pilot Jay Jones and
Sweden’s Thom Richard. While his rivals’
experience and manoeuvrability was arguably
stronger it was the Frenchman’s use of energy and
speed that was the deciding factor.

Whilst I was in the final stages of putting this issue
together I received an Email from Keith Davidson
advising of the passing of air racing legend, Mira
Slovak.
Mira was 84 and had ben fighting cancer for some
time.

The Silver Class Final was also a blisteringly
competitive race, in which rookie Des Hart was first
to cross the line with an average speed of 293kph
(182mph). With the planes constantly jostling for
position from the outset, the Scotsman eventually
came out on top after moving steadily up through
the pack, passing everyone on the circuit in his
plane Hart-Attack. French pilots, Guy Chereau and
rookie Stansilas Damiron finished a close second
and third respectively.

I will not dwell on the matter as I am sure tributes
to Mira will appear in all manner of publications
and I guess the next issue of the Society of Air Race
Historians newsletter, Golden Pylons, which is due
any time soon, will have ample coverage.

As the next issue of Nearly BT is scheduled for the
end of September I hope to have the full Reno Air
Race results to hand.
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